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Sell from anywhere

In the current climate of remote selling, communicating and 

collaborating with current and prospective clients can involve 

endless back and forth emails, multiple communication 

channels, messy screen shares and a convoluted relay of 

information. 

Unfortunately, to date technology has failed to mirror the guided 

sales environment in the digital world. In particular, effective 

communication can be a monumental challenge without the 

right tools to empower a salesperson.

Crikle was designed to bridge a growing gap in the market; to 

provide better digital tools to conduct remote guided sales. It 

accurately replicates the in person sales experience, and enables 

the salesperson to inform, inspire and convert interest to intent. 



Enjoy high quality video calls with multiple call participants on 

Crikle’s secure meeting environment. All Crikle calls are 

completely private between the presenter and call participants 

and cannot be recorded to ensure privacy of the content 

presented. We only support small groups, meaning that the 

presenter is able to monitor the call effectively. 

Secure group video calls

With Crikle, all communications with the client can be 

streamlined to one platform. Schedule a meeting with the client 

and present in a secure, reliable video call.  Crikle allows you to 

shortlist product options with the client while on call and email 

the automatically populated summary during the call or after. All 

communication going from the Crikle platform has your branding 

on it, increasing your value proposition. 

Streamline communications

Professional meeting environment

Crikle is a completely white labeled platform enabling brand 

conscious companies to present in a business environment that is 

their brand identity. Businesses can customise the platform to 

look and feel like their brand, including logo, colours, tagline and 

more. Stay one step ahead of your competition and elevate the 

way you sell remotely. 

Reduce the amount of back and forth emails and confusion, by 

guiding your customers to quicker purchase decisions on a call. By 

involving clients in Crikle’s collaborative buying process from the 

beginning, informed decisions can be reached in a single sitting. 

Collaborative buying process
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How do we do it? 

Crikle is the most advanced solution in the marketplace 

that accurately replicates in-person sales within a digital 

context by creating a remote guided sales experience. 

Become an expert in remote selling today and start 

presenting in style. 


